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SOME CYCLIC GROUP ACTIONS ON HOMOTOPY SPHERES

JIN Ho KWAK AND YOUNG SOO PARK

In [4J Orlik defined a free cyclic group action on a homotopy sphere
constructed as a Brieskorn manifold and proved the following theorem:

THEOREM. Every odd-dimensional homotopy sphere that bounds a para
llelizable manifold admits a free Zp-action for each prime p.

On the other hand, it was shown ([3J) that there exists a free Zp
action on a 2n-1 dimensional homotopy sphere so that its orbit space
is stably parallelizable if and only if n-::;'p. Naturally, one can ask:

QUESTION. Does each odd dimensional homotopy sphere ~2n-I, n>2
that bounds a parallelizable manifold admit a free Zp-action so that
its orbit space is stably parallelizable whenever n-::;'p?

As a partial answer of the question and as a generalization of Orlik's
theorem for 4n - 3, n 2 2, dimensional homotopy spheres, we will show:

MAIN THEOREM. For n23 odd, p2n, any homotopy sphere of dimension
2n-1 that bounds a parallelizable manifold admits a free Zp-actio1Z so
that its orbit space is stably parallelizable.

To prove it, we need a generalized Brieskorn manifold. Let

n+m

fi (Zl> "', zn+m) = ~aijZjajj, i = 1, ..., m
j=l

be polynomials having only one critical point at the origin, where aij
are integers greater than 1, aij are real numbers, and n>2. Set

Vi = {zEcn+m
: /;(z) =O},

V(a) = VI n V 2 n ... n Vm'

and
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Then, by Whitney's theorem, Vi - {O} is a smooth manifold of dimen
sion 2(n+m) -3. This L; (a) is called a generalized Brieskorn manifold,
and a generalized Brieskorn sphere if it is a homotopy sphere. The
gradient of I (Z1> ..., zn+m) is defined by

grad I(z) = (olloz1> ••. , ollozn+m)z

where olloZi is the complex conjugate of olloZi'

For our purpose, we assume that grad 11> ."", grad I m are linearly
independent at each point yea) - {O}, and L; (a) is a homotopy sphere
(of dimension 2n-1) .

Let aij be independent of i, say, aij=aj for all i, j, and assume
that the real matrix «(Xij) has no zero subdeterminant. Construct a graph
G(a) as follows: G(a) has n+m vertices a1> a2, ... , a..+m and edge aiaj
whenever the greatest common divisor (ai, aj) is greater than one. Let*a be the number of the connected components K of G(a) such that
K has an odd number of vertices and for any two different vertices
ai, aj of K, (ab aD =2. Then, (by Hamm's theorem [2J) :!L>m implies
that L; (a) is a topological sphere.

Let p be an odd prime, and let L; (a) be such a topological sphere
with aij=l=O (mod p). Define a free Zp-action on L; (a) as follows:
Choose natural numbers bj so that.aijbj =l (mod p) for all i,j. Define
an action of Zp on 1:: (a) by

I;: (Z1> ... , zn+m) = (l;:b1Z1, ••• , I;:bn+mzn+m),

where I;: is a· primitive p-th root of unity considered as the preferred
generator of Zp. Clearly, L; (a) is invariant under this action. The
orbit space L; (a) IZp is a homotopy lens space and will be denoted by
L(p; a; b).

The stable parallelizability problem of these homotopy lens spaces was
answered as follows:

THEOREM ([3J). A 2n-1 dimensional homotopy lens space L(p; a; b)
is stably parallelizable il and only il

(1) n'S,p, and

(2) b12j+b2j···+bn+m2j=m (modp)Jorj=1.,2, ...,T~ (n-1)].
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It is well-known that the group bP4k-z of 4k-3 dimensional homo
topy spheres which bound a parallelizable manifold is either zero or
cyclic of order two, i. e., the standard sphere and the Kervaire sphere.
Also bP4k- z, k=odd:23, is the cyclic group of order two, equivalently,
the Kervaire sphere is exotic.

In the given cases, i. e. ,
n+m

fi(zb ... , zn+m) = I: aijZjaij,
j;l

Vi=fi- l (0) , i=l, 2, ... , m and
I: (a) = VI n V z n· .. n V mnSZ(n+ml-l,

the following classification of the diffeomorphism classes of homotopy
spheres is useful.

THEOREM ([2J). Assume that aij is independent of i, say aij=aj for all
i,j and let G(a) be the graph defined as before. If I: (a) is a topolo
gical sphere of dimension 2n-1, n:23 odd, then

(1) if the graph G (a) has exactly m+ 1 components and the number
of one point components aj with aj= ±3 (mod 8) is odd, then I: (a)
is the Kervaire sphere,

(2) in all other cases, I: (a) is the standard sphere.

As a necessary condition for a lens space L(p; a ; b) to be stably
parallelizable, there must be a solution to the system of equations

bIZj+bzZj+ .. ·+bn+mZj =m (mod p), j=l, 2, ..., [~ (n-I) J.
over the field Zp, and the existence of their common solution comes
from the next lemma.

LEMMA. Let p:2n:23 and let q=[ ~ (n-I) J. Then there exists at

least one common solution (Xl' X2' ... , x n- m) with each xi* 0 in Zp to

1

XlZ+"'+XnZ+"'+xn+m2=m (mod p),
XI4+"'+xn4+"'+xn+m4=m (mod p),

Cl)

xl2q+"'+Xn2q+'''+xn+m2q=m (mod p),

for some m:2l.
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Proof. If n=p, then Xl=x2="'=xn+m=1 is a solution for any m::::l.

Let n<p, and let Cl ·1, C2, ... , C<p-D/2 be the quadratic residue in Zp.

Since each equation in (I) is homogeneous of even order, the system
( I) Can· be reduced to the following system:

O[) J

Yl+Y2+"'+Y<p-D/2=n+m,
Yl+C2Y2+"'+C<P-D/2Y<p-D/2=m (mod p),
Yl+C22Y2+"'+c2<P_D/2Y<p_D/2=m (mod p),

Yl+C2QY2+".+cq<P-D/2Y<p-D/2=m (mod p).

Indeed, each Yj in the system (H) represents the number of x/s with
Xi2=Cj (mod p) in the system (I), so that the first equation in (H)
must be added. Now it is enough to show the existence of a solution
to the system (H). To do this, it can be considered as a systerri of
equations in the field Zp, hence it is needed to change the first equation
in (H) to the equation in Zp, i. e. ,

Yl+Y2+"'+Y<p-D/2=n+m (mod p).

If the system (H) with this equation instead of its first equation, say
CH)', has a solution, then (H) has a solution (YbY2, ""Y<P-D/2)
with

Yl+Y2+"'+Y<p_D/2=n+m+kp

for some k. By taking a sufficient large number Yb i. e., adding more
variables Xj with xj=cl=l (mod p) in the system Cl), we can
assume that k::::O, and then (I) will have a solution with m+kp,

k::::O instead of m. First, consider the case of q+l= ~ (P-l), then

the coefficient matrix of the system (H)' has a nonzero Vandermonde
determinant. So it has a solution. The remaining case of q+1<
~ (P-l) can be proved by the same method by taking

To prove the main theorem, let 3-:;;'n-:;;'p, and let bb b2, ••• , bn+m,

Cm::::l) be nonzeros in Zp such that
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bI2j+b22j ... +bn+m
2j=m (mod p), j=l, 2, ... , [~ (n-l) J.

By Dirichlet's theorem, there exist distinct prime numbers ah a2' ... , an+m
such that ajbj=1 (mod p) for j=l, 2, ... , n+m. Now, one can construct
m polynomials

n+m

fj(ZI' ... , zn+m) = I: ajjz/ii, i=l, 2, ... , m
j~l

with ajj=aj for all i and real numbers aij chosen so that the matrix
(aij) has no zero subdeterminent. Then, by Hamm's theorem,

I: (a) = VI n V 2n ... n V mn S2c n+m)-1,
where V j= fj-l (0), is a 2n-l dimensional homotopy sphere, and
clearly grad fl' grad f2' ... , grad fm are linearly independent. Hence
we have the following result : "For n:;::: 3 odd, p:;::: n, every 2n-l

dimensional standard sphere admits a free Zp-action so that its orbit
space is stably parallelizable". Next, we will see that it is also true
for the exotic spheres. Note that we can assume bl = b2= '" = bn= 1 by
taking more polynomials if necessary. Consider a set

S=g (2k+l)p+ ~ : kEN}={+(P+l)+kP: kEN}_

This set S contains infinitely many prime numbers by Dirichlet's
theorem. Choose distinct primes ql' Q2, ... , qn in S so that qj>an+j for all
i,j. Now, take a/=2qj, i=1,2, ... ,n so that (a/,a)=2 for l:S::i:i::j:S::

n, and a/bj=a/=2qj=2(~(P+l)+k jP)=l (modp) for l:S::i:S::n. Take

a'n+j=an+j for j=l, 2, ... , m. Then, the graph G(a') has exactly m+l

components: {a/, a2', ... , an'} and single components a'n+l' ... , a'n+m' If
the number of single components a'n+j with a'n+j= +3 (mod 8) is odd,
then I: (a') is the Kervaire sphere. If not, we can take an+m+l> bn+m+1

so that an+m+l =3 (mod 8), and an+m+l is a prime number greater than
all other a/s and an+m+l=l (mod p). Indeed, by Chinese Remainder
Theorem, x=l (mod p) and x=3 (mod 8) has a solution, say xo,

then xo+8pN contains infinitely many prime numbers, because (xo,8P)

= 1. Now one can choose a sufficient large number among these primes
as an+m+l' Clearly, by adding this number to (aj) , one has a Kervaire
sphere. The remaining process is exactly the same as before. This
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proves the main theorem.
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